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- **Traditional simulation:**
  - Ideal situations (sometimes not very realistic).
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  - Includes real components in the simulation: on-line human feedback, signals from real devices.
  - Allows more realistic tests with more quality.
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First stage: Traffic scenario determination

Vehicular density

It is estimated using information from V2V communication [3]:

$$\delta = \frac{n_r + 1}{A}$$

$n_r$ is the number of vehicles inside a radius $r_D$, $A$ is the “polling” area.


Polling area

If $2r_D \leq W_R$
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Traffic scenario is determined with a rule-based inference engine:

- Inputs: density ($\bar{\delta}_H, \bar{\delta}_N$) and speed ($\bar{V}_H, \bar{V}_N, \Delta \bar{V}_H$) information.

- Outputs: Free Traffic (FT), Approaching Congestion (AC), Congested Traffic (CT), Passing Bottleneck (PB) and Leaving Congestion (LC).

- 28 IF-THEN rules:

  \[ R_9: \text{IF } \bar{V}_H, \bar{V}_N, \bar{\delta}_N \text{ are LOW and } \bar{\delta}_H \text{ is HIGH and } \Delta \bar{V}_H \text{ is NEG} \]
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Virtual vehicle dynamic

Position of the Virtual NV is given by the NPI, but... what about its speed?

The speed model

A simple model is used:

\[ V(t) = \alpha V(t - 1) \]

In our case we have:
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Recommended speed
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Interconnection of components

- A diagram showing the interconnection of components:
  - PC
  - Python
  - Main
  - SUMO
  - Matlab

- A car model is also depicted on the right side of the diagram.
Interconnection of components
Interconnection of components
Icons for recommendations

Traffic scenarios:
- FT
- AC
- CT
- PB
- LC

Distance recommendation:
- OK
- Close
- Very close

Recommended Speed

HMI

Distance recommendation
Traffic scenario

Current speed
Recommended speed

Hello, SUMO!
Goodbye, SUMO!
SUMO

The road: A street circuit around the North Campus, National University of Ireland - Maynooth.

Parameters

- Simulated vehicles: 23.
- Attributes of vehicles:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accel</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decel</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.S.</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>2.45</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Simulation Setup

Smartphone

The phone:
- Samsung Galaxy S III mini (GT-I8190N),
- Android Jeally Bean (V 4.1.2), Torque Pro.

The updating rate: 1 second.

Host Vehicle

The real vehicle:
2008 Toyota Prius 1.5 5DR Hybrid Synergy Drive.

The OBD2 adaptor: Kiwi Bluetooth (PLX devices).
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A video

Test with a real car
Following/ignoring the recommendations
Summary

- HIL simulation let us evaluate non-obvious issues:
  - frequency/format of recommendations,
  - technical problems (e.g. synchronisation),
  - evaluation in risk conditions using a scenario under control.

Future work

- general paper: detailed setup, more illustrative examples.
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